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Abstract

Scan time is a crucial factor in industrial computed tomography (CT). With modern computers performing reconstructions in

seconds or minutes, the duration for the projection acquisition, which is often in the order of hours, becomes the limiting factor.

Therefore, it is desirable to reduce the number of projections in order to cut costs or allow for new applications, such as inline

CT. So far, many different approaches mostly targeting the reconstruction method have been performed to optimize the outcome

for undersampled data, but only few work has been conducted concerning the scan planing. Nevertheless, the commonly used

circular standard-trajectories for image acquisition are highly inefficient since they do not consider the geometry of the inspected

objects. It has already been shown that using workpiece-tailored instead of conventional circular trajectories can shorten scan

times significantly. In this work we present an observer model based algorithm that has previously been applied in medical and

industrial studies and extend it in several aspects. Subsequently, we focus on comparing different observer models that have not

been used for this optimization yet and evaluate their performance for identifying valuable projections that contribute most to the

reconstructed image.

Keywords: Task-specific Acquisition Trajectory, Scan Planning, Scan Time Reduction, Sparsely Sampled CT, Model

Observers

1 Introduction

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is an imaging modality that has a long history in medicine, but can also be used in many

fields in industry. Typical applications comprise metrological tasks as well as quality control and non-destructive testing (NDT)

[1]. Typically, for the data acquisition a circular or helical trajectory (i.e. positioning of source, detector and object) is used.

Nevertheless, compared to medical applications, the variance of the probe in terms of size, shape and materials is much larger

and requirements for voxel resolution, image quality and scan speed are often more demanding.

Additionally, for many industrial parts it is often not feasible to acquire a full trajectory due to time or accessibility restrictions

(e.g. size of the part), so that the trajectory needs to be adapted or limited to a smaller angular range. So far, these trajectory

adjustments are performed by the operator for each part individually based on his prior knowledge and further conditions like

expected flaws, regions of interest (ROIs), necessary resolution, acceptable artifacts, etc.

Also, the typically used-standard trajectories are not always ideal. For instance, one of the most prominent drawbacks of circular

trajectories in general are the cone beam artifacts that arise in cone beam CT systems. Furthermore, it has been shown that

not all projections carry the same amount of information [2]. This is illustrated in fig. 1: a slice of the cuboid (left) can be

reconstructed almost perfectly (assuming a parallel beam setup) by only two "optimal" projections (green framed image), while

another choice leads to severe artifacts and a flawed reconstruction result (red framed image). The standard approach would be

to acquire hundreds of projections spaced equidistantly in a full circle around the inspected part – since only two projections

are sufficient in this example, it would be possible to reduce the scan time to a fraction of the conventional approach since less

projections need to be recorded.

2 Approach

2.1 Previous Work

Several methods have been developed to select the most valuable images from a given set of projections. A first attempt was

given by Kazantsev, who tried to define mathematically the information content in a set of projections [2]. In the following years,

several other methods have been designed. Usually a metric for the value of each projection or set of projections is computed.

Rather simple approaches to calculate such an index aim to include projection angles that are tangential to edges of the inspected

part [10] or obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or similar properties in each projection [5]. Other methods are based on

the difference between the reconstruction of the set of chosen projections and a preliminary set of projections with fewer images

(i.e. quantifying the information content of the additional projections for the larger set) [14] or a ground truth value that can be

obtained from preliminary knowledge of the object [13]. Some more sophisticated attempts are based on mathematical properties

of the system matrix [11] or quantifying the restriction of the solution space by adding a certain projection [12]. Various further

approaches can be found at Fischer [5].
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Figure 1: In particular for few projections, the result of the reconstruction depends strongly on the choice of acquired projection

angles. For this simple example of a slice of a quadratically shaped object and two projections obtained with a parallel beam

tangential to the edges (marked green), the object can be reconstructed without visible artifacts or deviations in shape. Contrary,

projection angles that are shifted by 45◦ to this setup result in a barely useful volume (marked red) (adapted from [5]).

A particular relevant approach for our work was originally developed in medicine by Stayman et al. [4] and later applied to

an industrial setup by Fischer et al. [3]. The authors used a model observer based detectability index as figure of merit, which

quantifies how good a signal can be discriminated from noise with respect to a task template, which describes the relevant

geometry, material and position of a feature within the specimen. For this, the modulation transfer function (MTF) and the noise

power spectrum (NPS) are required, which are efficiently estimated by predictor functions. The method allowed for a significant

reduction in scan time and suppressed certain types of artifacts (e.g. photon starvation).

However, in their investigations Fischer et al. [3] chose a uniform feature template and, while different observer models are

available, only a particular one was selected. To perform a more thorough analysis, we used their approach and implemented

additional observer models, which were applied to optimize the acquisition trajectory for a part (see sec. 2.3).

2.2 Test Object and Generation of Input Projections

We designed a test piece, which includes a sphere and a cylinder as relevant features at two distinct positions (see fig. 2). The

geometry of the part was chosen in such a way that "valuable angles" (i.e. such angles that result in projections with a good

signal-to-noise-ratio and a high visibility of the features) are known beforehand. On the one hand, this is assured since one

direction of the part is significantly longer than the other ones, i.e. the SNR should be lower due to photon starvation. On the

other hand, the test object contains windows of missing material at the ROIs that include the features, i.e. from one direction the

features are directly visible. These directions should yield particularly valuable projections.

We simulated projections on an equidistant circular trajectory via the radiographic simulation tool aRTist [16]. We used a

monochromatic 250 kV X-ray source and a detector with 512×512 pixels and a pitch of 0.2 mm. The materials for the test

object and the sphere is iron and the cylinder was defined as titanium. The goal of this choice is to represent the common

case of a monomaterial test piece (iron feature in iron object) and the case of a material with low attenuation coefficient in a

denser environment (titan cylinder in iron object), which can be considered as a much more demanding scenario. A slice of the

cylinder with the same position and material, which we call disk from now on, is used for optimization and evaluation of the

two-dimensional model observers.

Figure 2: Test part with two relevant features (green: cylinder, red: sphere) used for our investigations (adapted from [15]).
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2.3 Optimization Method

2.3.1 General Method

We consider an input dataset of m projections that are obtained via a conventional circular trajectory. This set represents all

possible poses of your CT setup, i.e. all images that can be acquired. We want to select a subset of a predefined, fixed size n < m

from the input dataset, which will be called the optimized trajectory in the following.

Since the optimized subset contains less projections (i.e. less information) than the original dataset, the overall quality of its

reconstruction will usually be lower. Consequently, aim of our optimization is to choose such a subset with n projections that

yields a better reconstruction quality than an equidistant trajectory with n projections, i.e. we obtain a better quality with the

same effort (i.e. scan time). This selection process is what we call trajectory optimization. Assuming that we want to test a

part of the same shape for which we do not have these initial projections to select from (for instance for the task of single part

inspection in series production) we can scan it much faster, since the best poses resulting in a good reconstruction are already

known beforehand.

The selection consists of two different parts: a metric to quantify the quality or information content of a projection and a

constraint that enforces a greater variability of angles to be selected to prevent severe laminography-like artifacts (see sec. 3.2).

The selection takes place analogous to the method of Fischer et al. [3]: in order to select a subset of n projections, we use a greedy

algorithm with n iterations. In each iteration, the projection with the highest value according to a so called detectability index

(described in sec. 2.3.2), which acts as a figure of merit to quantify the "value" of a single projection is selected and added to

the subset. The detectability index takes the previously chosen projections into account, so that it needs to be re-computed in the

next iteration. In order to force the algorithm to add also projections from angles that are suboptimal but span a broader range of

the trajectory, we multiply the detectability index with a weighting function before selecting the projection with the highes value.

The weighting function is zero for already chosen projections and 0.7 for projections located in the 360
2n

degrees to both sides

of the chosen projection. The weights of already selected projections are not changed by later iterations and projections at the

opposite side are not weighted together with a selection. The application of angular weighting improved the results remarkably.

Next, the selected subset is reconstructed. In the entire paper we use a modified simultaneous algebraic reconstruction technique

(SART), which is able to handle sparse reconstructions better than the commonly applied backprojection methods [23]. Recon-

struction with such methods also resulted in severe streak artifacts and negative voxel values due to the used filtering step in the

algorithm, which makes evaluation complicated (see sec. 2.4). No further preknowledge (e.g. localization of the features, etc.)

or postprocessing (e.g. beam hardening correction, etc.) was used for the reconstruction.

2.3.2 Detectability Index

The detectability index d′ provides a task-based figure of merit that combines physical quantities like the modulation transfer

function (MTF) and the noise power spectrum (NPS) of the imaging system with a task function (WTask) that describes the volume

of interest (VOI) in the Fourier domain [6]. Unlike the conventional reconstruction evaluation metrics such as the signal-to-noise

ratio or the root-mean-square error (RMSE, see sec. 2.4), the detectability index takes into account the actual purpose of the image

quality assessment (e.g., optimizing the reconstruction in terms of a particular feature or VOI rather than optimizing the complete

reconstruction of the entire frequency and image domain). This approach has successfully been used in previous publications

[7, 24].

2.3.3 3D Model Observers

Determining the detectability index d′ requires a detailed description of the selected observer. The observer is defined as a

numerical model (in some cases also in combination with the characteristics of human perception) that fulfills the task and makes

a decision about the detectability of the feature. In this section, we introduce two major model observers (MOs) for the detection

of 3D features (i.e. sphere and cylinder). The first model is the prewhitening (PW) model observer. This model minimizes

correlations present in the noise that is assumed to be additive, zero-mean and Gaussian distributed. The prewhitening step is

modeled by the noise power spectrum and causes frequencies at which the noise is large to be downplayed [7]. In the frequency

domain we have [6]:

d′2
PW,3D =

∫∫∫

(MT F ·WTask)
2

NPS
d fxd fyd fz (1)

According to previous investigations, images with high-contrast are best assessed with the PW model observer [8]. The second

3D model is the non-prewhitening (NPW) model observer. Unlike the PW observer, the NPW observer does not require full

knowledge of the background noise, but instead only knowledge of the expected signal is necessary [7]. The corresponding

detectability index is given as [6]:

d′2
NPW,3D =

[
∫∫∫

(MT F ·WTask)
2 d fxd fyd fz]

2

∫∫∫

NPS · (MT F ·WTask)2 d fxd fyd fz

(2)
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Since the NPW model observer does not remove the noise correlation, it is suitable for complex tasks with non-homogeneous

background [7], which is the case for most real-world cases.

2.3.4 2D Model Observers

In order to calculate the detectability index of a 2D feature (e.g. detection of a disk in a 2D image), we can use one the following

four 2D model observers. Due to their 2D nature, the detection performance of these observers can be compared with a human

observer who scrolls through the slices of a volume. The main purpose of their introduction was to have a good correlation

between numerical and human observers [6]. In this paper, we examine the influence of considering human perception on

reconstruction optimization. The integration of eq. 1 and 2 across the direction orthogonal to the 2D images (defined here as fz)

leads to the 2D formulation of the detectability index of the PW and NPW model observers [6]:

d′2
PW,2D =

∫∫

(
∫

MT F ·WTask d fz)
2

∫

NPS d fz

d fxd fy (3)

d′2
NPW,2D =

[
∫∫

(
∫

MT F ·WTask d fz)
2 d fxd fy]

2

∫∫

(
∫

NPS d fz) · (
∫

MT F ·WTask d fz)2 d fxd fy

(4)

The numerical model observers have shown a poor agreement with the performance of a human observer. They have higher

detectability indices than those measured by a human observer. For example, the PW model observer can recognize small

features with a higher detectability index, even if they are difficult for a human observer to recognize. To imitate a human

observer (e.g. a medical radiologist), the human contrast sensitivity function is mathematically approximated by an eye filter

("E") and an internal noise model ("i") and then integrated into equations 3 and 4 of the 2D model observers to obtain the

following expressions for the PWEi and NPWEi models:

d′2
PWEi,2D =

∫∫

E2(
∫

MT F ·WTask d fz)
2

E2
∫

NPS d fz +Ni

d fxd fy (5)

d′2
NPWEi,2D =

[
∫∫

E2(
∫

MT F ·WTask d fz)
2 d fxd fy]

2

∫∫

(E4
∫

NPS d fz) · (
∫

MT F ·WTask d fz)2 +Ni d fxd fy

(6)

The human contrast sensitivity function describes the ability to identify contrast changes between regions that are not separated

by specific boundaries and can be represented in terms of spatial frequency. The spatial frequency is given in cycles per degree

(equal to the number of black and white stripes visible at a 1◦-angle). Due to the limited number of photoreceptors in the human

eye, the detection of high spatial frequencies is very difficult and beyond a certain value is no longer possible [19]. In this work,

we will use Burgess’ eye filter based on the approximation of Barten’s contrast sensitivity curve, which reads as follows [20]:

E( f ) = f · e−b f (7)

where f is the spatial radial frequency. The parameter b was chosen so that the maximum response of the eye filter E( f ) occurs

at f = 4 cycles/degree. For a typical viewing distance of 500 mm, b equals 2.2.

The internal noise is a measure of the human inefficiency when performing different perceptual tasks. This can be caused by

fluctuations in neural firing or information loss during neural transmission [21]. It is defined as a 0.01-fraction of the zero

frequency component of the noise power spectrum at a viewing distance of 1 m and can be written as [21]:

Ni = 0.01

(

D

100

)2

NPS(0,0) (8)

where the viewing distance D is set to be 500 mm and NPS(0,0) represents the zero frequency component of NPS.

2.3.5 Predictors for Local MTF and NPS

As indicated in eq. 1 to 6, the detectability index d′ requires two specific image quality metrics, namely the modulation transfer

function and the noise power spectrum. The MTF represents the magnitude of the optical transfer function and describes the

spatial resolution of an image. It can be understood as how well frequencies are transmitted through an imaging system. On the

other hand, NPS corresponds to the noise amplitude as a function of the frequency range available in the image specified in the

Fourier domain [22].

As described in section 2.3.1, the trajectory optimization framework is based on an iterative greedy algorithm. To measure MTF

and NPS, a 3D reconstruction is required for each set of projections in each iteration. This is very time-consuming, especially

as we want to explore a variety of parameters (multiple features, different model observers and a variable number of optimized

projections). However, this can be avoided by using appropriate predictors to anticipate MTF and NPS without performing the

actual reconstruction.

4
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Similar to Stayman et al. [4, 9] we will use predictors based on a quadratic penalty Penalized-likelihood (PL) estimation. In

contrast to most of the iterative reconstruction methods, the PL approach allows a local estimation of MTF and NPS. We assume

that both metrics are constant in a small VOI containing the feature. In general, the quadratic PL estimation maximizes an

objective function φ(µ;y), which is defined as the difference between a log-likelihood function L and a penalty term βR and can

be expressed mathematically as follows [4]:

µ̂ = arg maxµ [φ(µ;y)] = arg maxµ [L(µ;y)−βR(µ)] with R(µ) =
1

2
µT Rµ (9)

where, µ represents the attenuation values of the volume, µ̂ is its corresponding PL estimation, y are the measured projections,

R(µ) is the regularization matrix, R is the Hessian of R(µ) and β is the regularization strength parameter that controls the balance

between resolution and noise.

Based on equation 9, MTF and NPS have been derived analytically in [9] and are given as:

MT F =
|F{AT D{y}Ae j}|

|F{AT D{y}Ae j +βRe j}|
(10)

NPS =
|F{AT D{y}Ae j}|

|F{AT D{y}Ae j +βRe j}|2
(11)

where, the system matrix A is called the forward projector, AT is the back-projector, D{y} is a square diagonal matrix with the

measured projections y as diagonal entries and e j denotes the position of the feature and is defined as an unit vector. We predict

MTF and NPS for a single voxel in the center of the feature (which is also the center of the VOI). However, we assume that both

metrics do not change significantly in the close surrounding and use the identical value for all voxels of the VOI.

2.4 Evaluation Metrics

As evaluation metric we use the voxel-wise root-mean-square-error (RMSE) of the reconstruction compared to a reconstruction

with 2,000 possible input projections from an equally distributed circle trajectory as ground truth. It is defined as RMSE =
√

1
v
(µeval −µre f )2 with µeval and µre f being the voxel attenuation values of the evaluation and reference reconstruction and v de-

nominating the number of voxel elements in the volume. The entire reconstructed volume has a size of n= 512×512×512 voxels,

but for the evaluations we restrict ourselves to the volume of interest of 49×49×49 voxels (sphere) or 49×49×31 voxels (cyl-

inder and disk) in all cases. The results are not comparable between different reconstruction methods or scaling for the attenuation

values. The RMSE has many drawbacks but is an easily graspable and intuitive metric nevertheless [7].

Additionally, we use the universal image quality index (UQI), which quantifies the loss of correlation, luminance distortion, and

contrast distortion in a combined index that ranges in general between -1 and +1, while the latter can only be reached for identical

images [17]. In our case only positive values are feasible, since negative ones would relate to a negative linear correlation between

both images. The evaluation was also restricted to the VOI.

These metrics have been used for evaluation of sparse reconstructions before [18]. The evaluation metrics RMSE and UQI use

the reconstruction with 2,000 projections as reference, i.e. the obtained evaluation value at 2,000 projections equals 0 and 1,

respectively.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Sufficient Number of Projections

The first question we want to address is the amount of projections that are actually sufficient to yield a reconstruction image

of sufficient quality for our test part. In general, more projections give a better reconstruction result; nevertheless we need a

standard that we can compare to in order to quantify the possible savings by the proposed optimization method. Also, we want

to identify the region in which the largest quality gain can be expected and restrict subsequent evaluation to this range in favor of

a finer sampling.

Our input dataset consists of 2,000 projections that are distributed uniformly around a full circular trajectory. From this set we

select n projections that are an angle of ∆α = 360
n

degrees (i.e. equidistant) apart, starting at α0 = 0◦ for the first projection and

use these images for reconstruction. However, since the reconstruction result is influenced by the start position α0, we varied this

angle for a fixed n and measured s different constellations for α0 =
360◦

ns
while ∆α was kept constant.

Fig. 3 shows the quality of the obtained reconstructions with projections numbers between 5 and 2,000 evaluated with UQI

and RMSE metrics. The ground truth to compare to is the reconstruction with 2,000 projections, i.e. UQI(2,000) = 1 and

RMSE(2,000) = 0 hold (see sec. 2.4). In order to save computation time, we sampled from 5 to 100 projections in steps of 5,

until 500 in steps of 10 and until 2,000 in steps of 100 projections. Since we assumed for the first 140 projections the effect of

different starting positions α0 to be relevant, we also plotted the minimum and maximum obtained values of these reconstructions

as well. Until 500 projections we evaluate s = 4 different sample positions, until 1,000 we use s = 2 and until 2,000 only a single

5
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Figure 3: Reconstruction results of equiangular spaced projections evaluated with UQI and RMSE metrics. For better readability

only every tenth point between 200 and 500 projections is plotted. Slices of the reconstructed volume of interest (i.e. at the

evaluated position, which is the location of the sphere) with 10, 60, 120 and 2,000 projections are depicted on the right.

position s= 1. Mean values are given for the entire range. The evaluation was restricted to a VOI of 49×49×49 pixel at position

of the sphere feature (see also sec. 2.4). The same evaluation was carried out for the cylinder and resulted in a similar plot (not

shown), but with a more gentle slope and the plateau was reached later due to the more complex structure and the less dense

material for the cylinder, which results in a lower detectable signal.

We observe that the reconstruction quality improves significantly in the first approx. 60 projections with both metrics. This

is not surprising, since very few projections usually result in barely usable reconstructions and every further projection adds a

relatively high amount of further information to the dataset. The visual impression of the reconstructed volumes (fig. 3, right)

are in agreement with this finding.

Based on this preliminary investigation we restrict ourselves to an evaluation of only the first 120 projections from now on. We

assume that most relevant changes in reconstruction quality and different observer model performance can be found in this range.

This assumption is not exactly true for the cylinder and disk features for which the plateau of the UQI is reached significantly

later (not shown). Nevertheless, since the most relevant part is here also in the first 100 projections and we prefer to not sample

the entire range of projections due to computational limitations and in favor of a better resolution the restriction to 120 projections

seems acceptable to us. Since the deviation between trajectories with different α0 is negligible in most cases, we also restrict our

evaluation of equidistant trajectories in sec. 3.2 to such with an start angle of α0 = 0.

3.2 Comparison of Model Observers

In order to speed up computations, we simulated a set of 360 equidistant projections instead of 2,000 to select from. Further on,

the optimization described in sec. 2.3 was carried out. Subsequently, we evaluate the resulting trajectories and try to quantify

their performance compared to a conventional circular standard trajectory. In figure 4 we evaluate in terms of UQI (left plots: A

and C) and RMSE (right plots: B and D) the reconstruction results for the features sphere and cylinder obtained by NPW- and

PW-optimized trajectories with the one obtained by an equidistant standard circular trajectory. It is straightforward to see that

UQI and RMSE are better for the NPW MO (red lines) than for the PW MO (blue lines). For the sphere, in almost all measuring

points that are smaller than 70 projections, the NPW MO also outperforms the equidistant trajectory. For instance, the NPW MO

obtains a UQI of 0.6 at 22 projections, while the equidistant trajectory requires 38 projections to achieve the same result. After

70 projections, both curves overlap as the equidistant trajectory has enough information to obtain a similar reconstruction quality.

However, for the cylinder because of its low attenuation coefficient compared to the surrounding material and the slightly more

complex shape, the reconstruction improvement can be observed over the entire range of examined projections. Also, more

projections were necessary to achieve identical UQI values due to the more demanding feature.
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Figure 4: Evaluation of the NPW- and PW-optimized trajectory in comparison with an equidistant one. After 40 projections only

every tenth point is plotted for better readability. Mind the different scales for sphere (top) and cylinder (bottom) feature (see

sec. 3.1).

On the other hand, the PW MO could not improve the reconstruction quality for both features. To understand this outcome, we

compare the selected trajectories by the model observers. Figure 5 shows the trajectory and the connecting line between X-ray

source (shown as point source) and center of the cylinder. While the NPW MO selects more widely distributed projections, the

PW-optimized orbit appears to prefer only two limited symmetrical viewing angular ranges. This limits the amount of information

that can be gained in the reconstruction and causes geometric deviations due to the missing parts in the Fourier space that yields

artifacts similar to such that can be observed in laminography. In fact, we can clearly observe that the PW MO avoids projections

along the longest side of the object, which are in general inferior due to the lower signal-to-noise-ratio. However, two projections

in these two areas were selected in the third and fourth iteration by the NPW MO, i.e. directly after the two projections that face

the cylinder through the material-free window. Projections in these areas seem to be actually important because they provide

additional information and help to cover a larger area in the Fourier space.

Considering the development of the detectability index after each iteration of the optimization for the sphere (as illustrated in

figure 6), we observe that the NPW MO has two major peaks in the first iteration. These refer to the views that face the sphere

directly (i.e., through the material-free window). Even after the 5th iteration, a good differentiation between the projections can

be seen clearly, i.e. we have sharp, distinct peaks. Contrary to this, after the 5th iteration, the difference between the projections

for the PW MO mostly disappears. This means that according to the PW MO, every projection selected after the 5th iteration

contributes to the reconstruction with almost the same amount of information.

In fig. 7 we present the results of the trajectory optimization for the 2D feature “disk” with different 2D model observers. For

the sake of better visibility, we plot the model observers with and without eye filter and internal noise separately. For up to 20

projections, an improvement of the optimized trajectories compared to the standard orbit is hardly visible. It can also be seen that

the evaluation metrics for the equidistant trajectory oscillate very strongly in this region. This is probably caused by different

starting positions (i.e. positions with different α0), since we only plot a single equidistant trajectory and not the average between

several (see also sec. 3.1). The same effect is visible in for the 3D-observers in fig. 4. However, since not only a single slice is

considered there, but instead the results show an average over several slices (i.e. three dimensions) the effect is less significant.
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Figure 5: Illustration of the standard (A and B) and task-based optimized trajectories with 18 projections using the NPW (C) and

PW (D) model observers for the feature “cylinder”. The 3D reconstructions are visualized with the same threshold attenuation

value. Detail views of the reconstructed slice are shown with a different (but for all identical) histogram setting to allow better

visibility of the feature.
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Figure 6: Development of the detectability index for the NPW and PW observer for the sphere feature over the first iterations

and the picked projections in each iteration (indicated by dashed line and colored index). The detectability index is normalized,

i.e. the highest value in each iteration equals 1. Already picked projections are set to 0 to exclude them from the further selection

process in later iterations.
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Figure 7: Evaluation of the trajectories optimized via the two-dimensional model observers (NPW, PW, NPWEi, PWEi) for the

two dimensional disk template. The internal noise models are plotted separately for better visibility together with the equidistant

trajectory. Again, after 40 projections only every tenth point is plotted.

For the range between 20 and approx. 40, NPW and NPWEi yield similar values as the equidistant projections, and only from 40

projections onwards do both models provide an improvement in the reconstruction quality. With PW and PWEi, and improvement

over the equidistant trajectory is only visible after 40 projections. This shift in the optimization range can be explained by the fact

that an appropriate reconstruction of features with a low attenuation coefficient surrounded by dense material is only possible with

a minimal number of projections. For a denser material like iron, the optimization effect could be possible for less projections.

Furthermore, it is not obvious which of these models is best suited for optimization for the given test part. For instance, PWEi

gave best results between 60 and 90 projections. Between 90 and 120 projections, optimization with PW is more suitable.

Consequently, when evaluating the 2D model observers, we could observe a separation of the suitability of each model in certain

areas of the number of projections.

4 Summary and Conclusion

Based on the assumption that various projections contain a different amount of information and are differently important for

the reconstruction, we propose an optimization algorithm that is able to select the most valuable projections of a set of given

projections, which equals an optimized acquisition trajectory. The method has already been used for trajectory optimization for

medical CT [4] and in simplified form (one model, uniform template) for industrial CT [3].

Compared to an earlier study for industrial CT of our group [3] our implementation is significantly faster; instead of several hours

for the selection of a trajectory with 18 iterations, we are able to perform the same calculations in few minutes using identical

hardware. This is achieved by pre-computing and reusing the result of the relevant component of the Fisher information mat-

rix AT D{y}A for the evaluated position e j and by restricting the calculations to a smaller VOI instead of the entire volume. Only

with these computational enhancements the subsequent investigation was feasible. Additionally, the approach of Fischer et al.

[3] was using a uniform task function WTask and only a single observer model (NPW), while we evaluated the performance of

9
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different and more complex task functions and several observer models.

In order to determine the range of projections that are necessary to obtain a sufficiently good image, we performed a preliminary

investigation. For this, we used a standard circular acquisition trajectory with different numbers of projections and evaluated the

reconstruction of those by the image quality metrics UQI and RMSE. Our results show that the most interesting range for our

test piece lies in the first approx. 60 to 120 projections since the rise in image quality is most visible here. We restricted further

evaluations to this number in favor of a finer sampling step size.

As we have demonstrated for the two 3D features (sphere and cylinder), the NPW-based optimization delivers good results for

features with high and low contrast. Especially, for a low-contrast feature the reconstruction with a NPW-optimized trajectory

gave significantly better results than for a equidistant trajectory with the same number of projections.

In contrast, the PW MO showed no improvement compared to the standard trajectory. This was because after few iterations

barely any difference between the predicted "value" for the remaining projections was visible according to the PW MO. Also,

for the more demanding feature (i.e. more complex geometry and lower attenuation values) the NPW MO optimized trajectory

yielded significantly better results.

For the trajectory optimization of 2D features and based on UQI as an evaluation measure, the model observers that incorporate

human perception have demonstrated in certain cases (certain ranges of the number of projections) a discernible and qualitatively

measured improvement over the purely mathematical PW and NPW model observers. However, based on RMSE as a metric,

all model observers have improved the reconstruction to almost the same extent from 40 projections onwards. All investigations

have been carried out for one representative test part and three different features; nevertheless we consider the results to be

representative and the method applicable to further scenarios.

In the course of our investigations we also found that the weighting map (see sec. 2.3.1) has a strong impact on the optimization

and the quality of the reconstructed images, since it forces the algorithm to select projections over the entire angular range, even

if they might be slightly worse according to the detectability index. Since this is important to reduce the severity of artifacts

(compare to, e.g. typical artifacts arising due to the incompletely sampled Fourier space in laminography or cone beam CT)

further analysis of more complex weighting functions and strategies need to be performed. In particular, the results of fig. 5

show that the simple weighting approach used in this work does not seem to be sufficient, since such artifacts originating from

insufficient angular variety are barely suppressed for the case of the PW observer. A straight-forward alternative might be to select

projections that contribute most to the yet unsampled part of the Fourier Space, since this is the actual goal of the weighting map.

Such an approach would make it also easier to extend the weighting to further dimensions, e.g. for spherical or even arbitrary

trajectories.

Our optimization algorithm is able to reduce photon starvation artifacts since preferably projections with a good SNR are selected.

Nevertheless, it is not able to minimize the effect of cone-beam artifacts or other image distortions that arise from the incom-

pleteness of the Fourier space like discussed, since the proposed trajectory does not fulfill the Tuy-Smith condition. However, if

the optimized trajectory is selected from a spherical input dataset and the fulfillment of the Tuy-Smith condition is enforced by

additional restrictions, such improvements might become feasible.

For this work only selections from a set of circular acquired projections were used, i.e. we optimized towards a sparse circular

trajectory. Although this is the most probable application scenario at the moment, nowadays more and more setups are available

that can perform spherical or arbitrarily shaped acquisition trajectories. We assume that extending our framework towards

spherical trajectories bears huge potential for further savings in scan time and improvements in image quality.

Last, we want to stress that the proposed optimization algorithm for scan planing is not designed to be used for single part

inspection, since a input dataset with many feasible poses is necessary, which would usually stem from a preliminary high

quality scan. However, if the geometry of the part is known beforehand (e.g. by available CAD data), computer simulations like

such in this work are possible, which can make sense for very complicated or demanding parts. However, the presented algorithm

bears most potential if similar or identical parts have to be scanned repeatedly, which is usually the case for inline inspection in

series production or similar application scenarios.
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